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Abestract The first and most basic reaction against criminal behavior in every country
is the punishment execution. Forecastion and implementation of the code of Criminal
procedure in and society is essrntial an a means to restore order and security and
criminal justice. Today, with certainty of science and the field achievements and
effects observations ans social consequences of abuse of its adverse effects is
marginalized and discussed and drastically to reduce the negative consequences of
imprisonment is emphasized on the need to use alternative sentences instead of
imprisonment. The study with thr assumption that a prison rather than solves the
problems of moral. Social, psy choligical and economic can contimune to add the
problems, is trying tp answer the question that what consequences leaves sentence
on thd offender, victim and community. The study on based on the hypothesis that in
addition to negative effects on the prison. Sentence causing also damage to his
family and just might relieve the strain on the victim. Also, connunity based
corrective reform measure, as amended and treatnebt of offenders in society is a
good alternative to imprisonment which eventually not led to the arrest of the
person. The main goal of this studt is to explain the basic objectibes and effects of
imprisonment on the offender, victim and communirt as well as methods for prison
reform. How to effect of imprisonment on reduce or increase crime and explain the
positive and harmful effects of imprisonment. In this regard, analutical and
descriptive methods and required date using books and documents collected habe
been used. Keywords: Ctime, Offender, Victim, Community, Punishment, Prison and
community-best penalties
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